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About This Content

Ulm is a quaint, idyllic German city best known as the birthplace of physicist Albert Einstein. Despite its’ small size, Ulm
requires the updated and encompassing transportation network its’ citizens deserve. In this condensed environment, careful

planning and slow expansion are the keys to success. Are you up to the challenge?
The Ulm expansion includes a new city with an additional scenario and a unique landmark from this fascinatingly iconic

German landscape.

Key Features:

Explore Ulm as you have never seen it before

Ulm is the next city as chosen by our fans!

Build your mass transit empire in the sandbox set from 1970’s to 2030

Experience a real-time city and traffic simulator as each location's bustling population commutes between their homes,
jobs, and leisure sites

Feel the new mood of the visuals and music
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Short but FUN!

I scored 3200 in 2nd try, shows that i am rank 1.

For those spawining under the floor or oculus users find the .exe file right click and set compatibility to run with windows7,click
save and start the game, u should be spawned normal now.. Surprisingly not terrible!. Really great game, I really like it!. This
one of the good game.. I'M TRYING TO PLAY A FREAKING GAME NOT JOIN THE KGB OR CIA. Horrible. Stay away.. I
enjoyed playing this game. The story was good to follow and it gave me that nostalgia of the old Sierra Online games without
being as frustrating. Definitely a must get for all P&C enthusiasts.. Can get boring and repetitive at times, and the music loop is
a bit tiring, but overall, not a bad experience.

Would recommend... but not strongly.
5.4\/10. This might be the worst game I've bought. First of all, When I entered the game and changed resolution(1920x1080),
the game just crashed for many times. After I get in the game progress hardly , just crash, And Guess what? When I changed
language option, It crashed again. After I leaved the game and entered again, the option all be reset.
  And I tried get in several time, my profile is gone ......It barely can played in the game, even though deleted the game and
download again...same problem.
  It seems I can run the game normally when I use the original resolution option(not very sure), but it hurt my eyes........
  I've play so many games and Don't encounter the situation. It exceed the refund deadline, or I'll refund it to get back my
money.
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this is a very addictive arcade style zombie shooter! I made a 1.5 minute video review of the game here! 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=F0DK28A-Pk0. I think this game is pretty fun to play, even if some parts of it need to be
touched up. Graphics are fairly sharp, and I haven't experienced any major performance issues running this game on my lower-
end machine. The gameplay does mostly as advertised and requires you to be efficient in production and sales. There are a few
random events thrown at you shown through news reports which will affect your production line, applying for new loans, or
interest rates on existing loans. The market is a neat mechanic where you can see the impacts of competition when making
similar products to your rivals. All in all, for me, the pros outweigh the cons. I think the user interface could use some work to
be a little more accessible and intuitive, and some new features could also be introduced. The market and economy system
should demonstrate price elasticity in different products a little better. And the AI could be more challenging or at least given a
head start in the industry to make the game more challenging. But even as it is, I'm going to keep playing because it's pretty fun
starting up new companies and building them up to be veritable industry titans.

. A great cinematic VR experience. I agree with a lot of the positive reviews here but here are some of my thoughts...

I was surprised how well traditional movie editing worked with vr. The slow pans and zooms worked great, and I didn't find the
scene cuts jarring at all. They did a great job with the pacing of the cuts, since I don't think VR could handle the frantic pace of
cuts in contemporary cinema. The camera angles were great too.

The story adaptation was the weak point. I dont think any of the scenes had the punch that was expected, and I wasn't a fan of 
the change of the ending. It seemed uneventful, and there didn't seem to be much message added.

It was worth the money and I would love to see more short movies produced. This was great, but does feel like I am being
forgiving of its shortcomings, since this kind of storytelling is still relatively primative and experimental.. Incorrect. School of
Rock - Jack Black. I do know Jack movies.. Cannon Fodder V2.
Awesome game!. Gameplay Video:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kweZuOqI14Y&list=PLrpCFaqHnjdyiF-atoM9iZyYbUuDAvLr9&index=35&t=173s

I'm a sucker for building games. This one just hit the right nerve for me.

The VR control interface is very intuitive. It works really well with the VR setup, you walk around your tower place the
buildings with your hand, easy peasy.

The gameplay is simple but engaging. You bild up your floors, satisfy your inhabitants needs and unlock more and more
different buildings, some of which actually are so tall, that they take up space on the floor above them. This makes the optimal
placement of buildings a bit more of a challenge.

Graphicly Speaking it has a "comic" look to it and it has alot of details. You can "zoom" in and look at the interrior of the
buildings which is a nice touch.

I think this is a pretty fun game and if one day you feel lazy and don't want to put on your VR gear and move around, you can
just play it in desktop mode aswell. A good game, the price looks high for a vr game at first but there is alot of content here.
Worth it in my book.. Very interesting concept! You are creating your testimony about murder you have commited. You are
lying about what has already happened.The game adopts to the choices you have made. You can play several times and still be
entertained.
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